To Question 4

I think that in an updated organizational vision is more relevant to establish a relationship in the form of a network of networks between the various bodies that act in the area and don’t foster a relationship that it would became needlessly vertical if one of the institutions prevail over the others. Each institutional body has been properly specialize through an independent performance and that allowed them make it easier to develop instruments that will serve to improve their duties and commitments in the future.

I suggest establishing detailed rules for the coordination of the various bodies safeguarding their independence that have been in average rate successful and productive in performance and achievements.

To Question 5 and 6

I agree to edit a compilation document for the entire structure.
To organize the structure I would set the document following the methodology of exposure of IPSAS defining the same chapters such as Objective, Scope, Definitions and so on.
I would choose the name of General Public Interest Safeguard of Values on Financial Activities modifying the current situation and making it more visible